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Introduction

• The aim of the presentation is to present the system of  
measuring the impact and quality of research in Poland.

• Poland has developed a system called:
„Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units in Poland”

• Responsible body: the advisory group for the Ministry: the  
Committee for Evaluation of Scientific Units.

• Legal basis: Regulation of the Minister of Science and Higher  
Education of 27 October 2015 on the criteria and procedure for  
assigning scientific categories to scientific units (Dz. U. 2015  
poz. 2015)



Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units in Poland –

introduction

• The main objective of the assessment system is to  
strengthen scientific performance through funding  
distribution to scientific units according to their scientific  
category, based on prior research performance.

• In the process of evaluation, the given scientific unit obtains a  
specified number of the points, so research output is
translated into ‘the points’.

• However, the points do not correspond directly to the amount  
of funding for the research unit, but they result in the  
assignment to one of four scientific categories.



Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units in Poland –
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Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units in Poland – categories

1. Category A +: leading level in the country (37 units),

2. Category A: very good level (308 units),

3. Category B: the level acceptable with the recommendation to  
strengthen the scientific activity (541 units),

4. Category C: Unsatisfactory level (77 units).

The amount of financial allocation for the specific research
unit depends not on the number of obtained points, but on
the assigned scientific category:

• A+ category units receive 150% of that allocated to the A category.

• B category receive 70% of the funds allocated to the A category

• C category units receive 40% and only for half a year



Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units in Poland –

Stages in the assessment of research unit

1. Assignment to particular area of sciences:
1) social sciences and humanities (SSH),
2) sciences and engineering (SE),
3) life sciences (LS)
4) art sciences and artistic production (ASP).

2. Rating activity in the 4 past years (actually years 2013
– 2016) according to the criteria characterizing a given
group of sciences.

3. The award of the scientific category by the Ministry of  
Science and Higher Education

4. Possibility of appeal.



Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units in Poland –

evaluation criteria M1

• The evaluation parameters were grouped in four assessment  
metrics (criteria), developed by the Committee for  
Evaluation of Scientific Units.

• M1: Scientific and creative achievements (weight 65),  
taking into account such elements, like:

 Monographs
(max. 25 points, 50 for „excellent monograph”),

 Chapters in monographs
(max. 5 points, 10 for „excellent monograph”),

 Publications in scientific journals
(1-50 points, detailed presentation in the next slide).



Polish Journal Ranking

1. The A list (more than 11,000 journals) - journals listed in the Journal  
Citation Reports (JCR); Five-year impact factors are translated into  
the number of points (15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50).

2.The B list (more than 2,000 journals), which consists of Polish  
journals. There are 13 criteria, out of which 12 are formal (like the  
number of authors and reviewers from foreign institutions, the  
number of articles per year) and one is bibliometric (the predicted  
impact factor). The numbers of points vary from 1 to 10.

3.The C list (more than 4,000 journals): journals indexed in the  
European Reference Index for the Humanities (ERIH). These are:
- National category (10 points),
- International 2 category (12 points),
- International 1 category (14 points).



Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units in Poland –

evaluation criteria M2

M2: Scientific potential (scientific strength) (weight 15):

• The authorisation to confer postdoctoral degree (habilitation)
– 70 points for each entitlement (one scientific discipline),

• The authorisation to confer doctoral degree
– 30 points for each entitlement (one scientific discipline),

• Habilitation degree obtained by an employee of a research unit or  
obtained in a scientific unit by a person outside the unit – 7 points,

• PhD degree obtained by an employee of a research unit or obtained
in a scientific unit by a person outside the unit – 2 points,

• The professional activities of scientific staff, e.g. memberships in  
international scientific organizations and on journal editorial boards,  
and the mobility of researchers: min. 3 months stay in foreign university  
noted in Academic Ranking of World Universities – 5 points.



Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units in Poland –

evaluation criteria M3

M3: The practical (material) effects of scientific (weight 5):

Financial resources gained as a result of implemented projects
– 1 point for 100 000 PLN (around EUR 23490),

The funds earned from the commercialization of the results of  
R&D activity:

a. New technologies, methods, materials, know-how, software, products,
systems and services developed to entities other than the assessed
research unit – 1 point for 50 000 PLN (around EUR 11745),

b. The funds earned from the commercialization of the results of
R&D, or the know-how associated with these results – 1 point for 50
000 PLN (around EUR 11745),

c. Expertise and scientific studies designed to entities other than the  
assessed research unit – 1 point for 50 000 PLN (around EUR 11745).



Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units in Poland –

evaluation criteria M4

M4: Other effects of scientific and artistic activity (weight 15):

 Activities for the development of science on an international scale and  
the increase in innovation on the national scale (0-50 points):

a) publications, monographs and scientific databases and artistic activities  
of particular importance for the development of science,

b) documented applications of the results of scientific research and
development of high public interest,

 Achievements indicating high international position of the unit (0-50): 

a)participation in international projects involving R&D, 

b)organization or co-organization international of conferences.



Strengths of the Polish Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units

 There is one system for all types of research institutions.

 The system provides a mechanism for keeping the balance between
different disciplines and groups of sciences (the weight of criteria).

 This is a meritocratic solution, which means that the financial  
allocation is based on the scientific units’ performance.

 The model is publication based, which generates a more  
transparent evaluation and which is more reliable (and less costly)  
than evaluation based on the peer review.

 The system encourages building explicit research strategies of  
scientific units.

 The system enables to measure the productivity level and link
it with the funding level.

 The system enables to gather information about the performance
and the activities of scientific units on the national level.



Weaknesses of the Polish Comprehensive Assessment of Scientific Units

 Ignoring the publishing patterns and the differences
between various disciplines.

 The mechanical system based on the number of publications may  
lead to the diminishment of outstanding contribution value.

 The system may discourage innovative research and
encourage publishing many articles with similar findings.

 The system does not promote conducting long-term research.

 The system brings results in a lack of a proper database that
would cover all publications and other assessed elements.

 There is no correlation between the teaching and the research,  
which brings about lower priority of teaching.

 Favoring publications in the congress languages (especially English)  
which undermines the evaluation of publications in the humanities.



Building up networks in Poland

Example: Index Copernicus International (ICI) Scientist

A website that aim to enable scientific cooperation.

 It provides the scientists from different fields of science with the
opportunity to present their portfolio.

Scientists may generate other researchers scientific profile and
evaluate their scientific output based on complex, multiparametric and
patent protected algorithms.

When searching for potential cooperation partners in related fields, an  
automatically generated list may be displayed, with information on  
potential co-workers

The platform enables also to locate available scientific equipment
essential for conducting particular research.

There are around 300 thousand profiles of scientists in ICI Scientists.



The need for a new reform of Polish science to answer the

problem of becoming peripheral and marginalized

• Micro level: Changing the attitudes of researchers (how  
scientists work, what they think about their scientific research).

• Increasing mobility of researchers: attending big
international conferences, small international seminars;

• Providing financial possibilities for researchers to become  
more international.

• Developing high level international experts: Peer review as a  
factor in evaluation of scientific research.



Key elements gaining importance in SGH assessment system

• Grants: leadership or participation in international research projects,  
especially EU funded projects,

• Participation in (domestic) research projects,

• Practical work for business sector,

• Supervision of PhD students,

• Membership in scientific journals editorial boards,

• Study visits, fellowships at foreign institutions, teaching trips,  
academic training

• Publications – articles published at renown foreign journals with high  
Impact Factor; books or book chapters especially published by  
recognized publishers such as Springer or Routledge.



Key elements gaining importance in SGH assessment system

(cont.)

• H-index (publish or Perish, PoP),

• Citation number (PoP),

• Number of points obtained according to the Polish Ministry of Higher
Education’s journal ranking,

• Updated profile on the Warsaw School of Economic’s website,

• Running own blog or own website,

• Having a profile and posting publications at Academia.com or  
Research Gate or other repositories,

• Having a profile and posting publications on www.ssrn.com.

.

http://www.ssrn.com/


Thank you for your attention!


